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Key statistics 
ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 2020 AND 2021 

 

WATSAN is a UK charity dedicated to expanding life opportunities 

by providing fresh water, sanitation and hygiene education to 

rural communities in South-West Uganda. 
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Chair’s introduction 
Into the twenties! And with WATSAN well into 

its second decade, I have become steadily 

more conscious of the remarkable loyalty and 

generosity of our faithful supporter base.  

This has been reinforced by 

the joy of welcoming new 

supporters, and observing 

that people who have 

visited the project, met 

with the Ugandan Team, 

and seen the work in the 

field, choose time and 

again to continue their 

involvement with WATSAN.  

I want to express my enormous respect for our 

trustees and committee, and to thank them for their 

hard and work and perseverance in the dual tasks of 

supporting the team in Uganda, and maintaining the 

continuity of fundraising upon which so much 

depends.  

This report covers two calendar years: 2020 and 2021, 

a period during which COVID-19 has played havoc with 

the whole cycle of WATSAN’s activities, from 

fundraising in the UK, through to teaching and training 

activities in Uganda. The latter has been brought to a 

halt for many months by restrictions on community 

gatherings, and the longest school closures in the 

world. We were saved from disaster by our regular 

donors here, and special local government 

dispensation for vehicle movement and construction 

work during the lockdown in Uganda.  

Thanks to dedicated donations from our supporters, 

we were able to operate a mini-furlough scheme for 

the staff involved in our teaching and training work, 

and we are providing ongoing funds to relieve hardship 

and for COVID-19 safety materials. 

On the plus side, the advent of Zoom technology has 

enabled us to obtain direct input and participation 

from our Ugandan Field Director and his assistant to 

our quarterly trustee meetings. Webinars have 

improved communication with supporters, and have 

included video clips prepared by the Ugandan team. 

Other welcome features of recent years have been: 

• A focus on helping school communities, 

especially in the drier and poorer parts towards 

the north of our area, which have enabled us to 

reach over 5,500 children in ten schools since 

2017 

• An upsurge in financial support from within 

Uganda itself, including local communities 

organising their own Walks for Water, and 

members of the staff team travelling to the UK 

to meet supporters and join our walks 

• Success in accessing grants and contributions 

from institutions with an interest in helping 

some of the poorest communities of rural 

Africa, which has also prompted us to put in 

place a series of more professional policies in 

collaboration with our Ugandan partners.  

The past year has also brought sad news, with the 

tragic loss of our treasurer Stephen Bullett, and of one 

of our most generous supporters Sir John Houghton. 

Fuller tributes to both of them can be found later in 

this report. Furthermore, our Ugandan friends have 

been devastated by the loss of Bishop Benon Magezi of 

North Kigezi Diocese, a faithful advocate of WATSAN in 

the field, who died of COVID-19 in June 2021. 

 

Once again we thank you for your loving support and 

generosity. “God loves a cheerful giver” as the apostle 

Paul put it. We hope this report will help you to 

appreciate the outcome of what you have already 

achieved by entrusting your gifts to WATSAN, and that 

it will inspire you to continue to help us, and 

particularly our Ugandan partners, to continue this 

most valuable work. 

Ian Bensted MBE 

Chair, WATSAN UK Support Group 

Read more at www.watsanuganda.org 
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Project highlights 
INSTITUTIONAL PROJECTS

Girls’ hygiene takes centre stage at 

Kihihi Hill (2020) 

Kihihi Hill is situated in the north of the WATSAN area. 

There is abject poverty in and close to the Rift Valley 

due to relatively dry conditions and poor soil, which 

has led to severe drought and crop failure.  

This project provided water and sanitation at the 

school, a small nursery and a church. Female pupils at 

the local high school were sharing one squalid toilet 

cubicle and an insanitary changing room between 64 

girls, and so frequently missed classes when 

menstruating, thus falling behind in their education. 

Thanks to funds raised at the 2019 Walk for Water, 

plus a significant contribution following a pitch to The 

Funding Network, WATSAN was able to build 17 

individual latrine cubicles serving the school and 

church; new bathing and changing facilities for girls 

and boys at the school; alongside an improved water 

supply for drinking and cleaning. 

 
Asiimwe Allen, Deputy Headteacher at Kihihi School, 

says: “We got a chance to protect our students. The 

environment is clean because we can clean our school 

as well as our bodies. We have a changing room where 

girls are very comfortable when it comes to their 

period. Good health means a good mind – so we thank 

WATSAN so much.” 

Children can more easily gather 

water at Bwanga Hill (2021) 

Bwanga Hill is located 35 miles South West of 

Rukungiri in the sub-county of Nyarushanje. Pupils at 

the local primary and secondary schools have been 

struggling to access enough water to get through the 

day, with broken-down sources meaning they have to 

carry heavy jerrycans of water over several kilometres, 

rather than attend lessons. 

 

After a series of UK Walks for Water in 2021, work has 

now begun to construct three rainwater harvesting 

tanks within the school grounds, along with much-

improved sanitation facilities. The team has planned 

the water supply so that it will use gravity to benefit 

not just school pupils but the wider community. 

 

COVID challenges, including school closures, curfews 

and limits on travel, have prevented inroads into the 

‘software’ part of the project – health and hygiene 

education, and building a sense of community 

ownership around the new facilities. Restrictions are 

easing and it is hoped that this work can be completed 

by Spring 2022. 
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GRAVITY FLOW SCHEMES 

New innovations at Buhunga (2020) 

We are delighted that TearFund, now managed in-

country, have been able to resume their much-valued 

support, with substantial grants in both 2020 and 

2021. These have enabled the completion of two 

significant gravity flow schemes. 

In Buhunga, more than 60% of the population were 

previously drawing water from unprotected springs, 

ponds and streams. The project was completed in two 

phases and consists of 11,375 metres of pipeline, 

starting from a protected spring and flowing downhill 

to nine tapstands serving over 2,000 people with first-

time improved water supply, integrated with sanitation 

facilities and health and hygiene education. 

The project included several innovations by the 

WATSAN team: in particular clothes washing stations 

for local communities (pictured above), which have 

helped families with personal hygiene during COVID. 

A commissioning ceremony was held on 22nd 

September 2020, with speeches from the local bishops 

and testimonials from project beneficiaries. Local 

resident Catherine Bishandiko said: “These days I find 

it very easy to collect water I need from this tap. 

Because of the poor water we used to have in the past, 

we used to suffer from stomach diseases like 

diarrhoea, but these days such diseases fled from us.” 
 

 

All hands on deck at Ruheza (2021) 

Ruheza is a small village of just over 1,000 people in a 

hilly area that benefits from six different water 

sources, including four springs. However, because the 

landscape is so remote and inaccessible, the local 

community have not been able to exploit these 

sources, and instead collect water from muddy pools at 

the bottom of the hill. Water is considered so scarce 

and precious that it is not used for cleaning and 

bathing, resulting in extremely poor hygiene, and as a 

result diseases such as malaria, typhoid and dysentery 

run rampant through the population. 

The Ruheza scheme is using gravity to run around 

3,000 metres of pipeline from the sources to sturdy 

tapstands, conveniently located at points where 

residents congregate, including two churches, two 

schools and two trading centres. This is accompanied 

by latrine blocks at each of the institutions, and a 

comprehensive community engagement push. 

 

Community members are committed to supporting the 

scheme, carrying raw materials themselves uphill to 

protect the water sources (pictured), forming a project 

implementation committee, and attending training 

sessions in health and hygiene. 

Work is ongoing at Ruheza, but in the most recent 

communication from the team in December 2021, Rev. 

Moses Kabarebe simply states: “Their dream of having 

access to safe water within the acceptable and 

permitted distances has come true because they have 

started fetching water!” 
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FULL LIST OF NEW SCHEMES WORKED ON DURING 2020 AND 2021 

Below are all of the brand-new schemes the staff team has worked on over the past two years. Every project has a 

‘software’ component (health and hygiene education, operation and management committees) as well as the 

‘hardware’ components listed (building of structures). This ensures that the scheme is truly embedded into the 

community and will have benefits for years to come.  

Details of each scheme can be found in the quarterly reports from the field, found at www.watsanuganda.org/reports.  

 Project Date Type 

1 Buhunga 2020 Q1/Q2/Q3 Gravity flow scheme with 33 tapstands; protected spring; two 

rainwater collection tanks; 61 latrines 

2 Kinyasano School 2020 Q1/Q2 Seven latrines 

3 Kihihi Hill 2020 Q1/Q2 Three rainwater collection tanks; 17 latrines 

4 Nyakabungo 2020 Q2 Protected spring 

5 Kisharara 2020 Q4 Protected spring 

6 Bwanga Hill 2021 Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4 Three rainwater collection tanks; protected spring; seven latrines 

7 Ruheza 2021 Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4 Gravity flow scheme with 10 tapstands; 12 latrines 

8 Ndere 2021 Q1 Gravity flow scheme with eight tapstands 

9 Rukarara 2021 Q2 Protected spring 

10 Kashojwa 2021 Q3 Protected spring 

11 Kiteme 2021 Q3 Protected spring 

12 Kyabugashe 2021 Q4 Protected spring 

13 Kyandago 2021 Q4 Protected spring 

 

SUSTAINABILITY PROJECTS 

In addition to the new schemes worked on, the team is committed to 

an ongoing programme of sustainability work, where projects from 

previous years are revisited to check that everything is still working 

as it should. This was a particular focus of the past two years, with 

‘software’ activities restricted so much by COVID-19, and 16 

different sustainability initiatives were carried out in this period.  

The team provides mechanical fixes to broken pipes and taps, tank 

and valve clearances, and extends or repairs pipelines to adapt to 

changes in the built-up environment or storm damage. 

More complex are issues relating to people and relationships that 

can occur in past projects. For example, some schemes collect user 

fees, and there can be conflict over how these are organised and 

spent, or over individuals making unauthorised private connections 

to a structure. The WATSAN team has experience in social work 

alongside its engineering expertise, and uses this to engage with the 

community in a democratic and sustainable way, so that villagers are 

empowered to tackle these issues themselves in future.  

http://www.watsanuganda.org/reports
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LOOKING FORWARD: PROJECT FOCUS DURING 2022  

During 2022 we shall continue our support for the team in Uganda, providing for office costs, vehicle maintenance, 

and the financial and management service to the programme as a whole. These costs can amount to some £20,000 

per annum, some of which is covered by a contribution from individual project budgets. 

Our plans this year include three significant interventions as follows, as well as continued sustainability budget. 

Kazuru gravity flow scheme 

This project is located close to Bwindi Impenetrable National Park, 

in an area populated by Batwa people (formerly known as pygmies), 

who are among the most disadvantaged people in East Africa, and 

in many cases have been displaced for conservation purposes. 

The total beneficiaries are likely to exceed 1,600 people including 

over 550 children. The present water sources are unprotected 

springs and a stream that issues from them, with a few small 

rainwater catchment tanks. Diseases such as typhoid, other 

diarrhoea and malaria are common. We plan to protect the best 

available water sources and install pipelines to tapstands near 

homes and schools in the area, together with sanitation 

improvements and extensive health and hygiene education. 

Kinyasano Hill 

This area has a girl’s high school nearby, the subject of sanitation 

improvements by WATSAN in 2020; plus a mixed Primary Boarding 

school and a Child Development Centre, which supports some of 

the most deprived families in the area. It is at these two institutions 

that WATSAN will focus upon providing water, health and hygiene 

facilities, in the form of institutional rainwater harvesting tanks. 

This project will give school pupils more time to learn and study. 

The area is connected to the National Water and Sewerage 

Commission’s supply, which has insufficient water and only reaches 

Kinyasano intermittently. We will connect existing rainwater 

catchment tanks to that system, so that when it is available the 

water may be stored for use during the breaks in supply. 

Furuma gravity flow scheme 

This new major scheme will serve an area with challenging 

topography, some 5km from Rukungiri, where there is a significant 

but unharnessed water source. There are an estimated 5,000 

beneficiaries in 10 villages, including four primary schools.  

The only existing water sources are old dilapidated springs 

constructed up to 30 years ago, and hand dug water ponds, 

polluted pools and roadside drainage culverts. Most of the 

community use semi-permanent latrine structures built with local 

materials. Many are without doors, have dangerous gaps in the 

floors, and are on the verge of collapse. 

The new infrastructure will include a 13km water pipeline, new 

ventilated sanitation blocks and comprehensive community 

engagement.  

Credit Brian Harries 
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UK news 
DISPERSED WALKS FOR WATER RAISE 

RECORDING-BREAKING £28K 

Our Walk for Water is a key fundraising opportunity, and is usually a 

large group event held in one location every two years. However, due to 

COVID restrictions, 15 different local walks were held across England in 

2021, bringing in a record number of participants and raising £28,212. 

Walks of all kinds across many different terrains took place up and down 

the country throughout June 2021. Participants ranged from families of 

two or three people completing their own walks, to larger groups of up 

to 30 walking together. 

All the walkers completed personal challenges, whatever the length of 

their walk, to remember the difficulties that men, women and children 

face each day in Uganda on their walks to collect water. 

Funds were directed towards our project at Bwanga Hill, as well as to 

‘furlough’ payments and other COVID safety measures for the invaluable 

staff team. We are now looking to enable more frequent ‘dispersed’ 

Walks for Water, alongside other opportunities for supporters to meet in 

a larger group. 
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REMEMBERING STEPHEN  

Sadly, in July 2020, Stephen Bullett, our Treasurer since WATSAN’s 

inception in 2003, died very suddenly. We felt that not just 

Stephen, but WATSAN itself, had suffered a heart attack. For 

Stephen represented the very heart of all that WATSAN stood for, 

our mission, vision and values.  

On 18th September 2021 a thanksgiving service was held at St 

Andrew’s Church in Clayhidon, Mid Devon, to remember Stephen 

and give thanks to God for his life of service – both for WATSAN 

and as the hard-working Churchwarden at St Andrew’s. 

Stephen’s wife Julie, their son Richard and his wife Emma put 

together a beautiful service, which included passages from one of 

Stephen’s favourite books, The Hitchhikers’ Guide to the Galaxy, 

and some of his favourite Flanders and Swann music. Amongst the 

hymns was the music of ‘Kum ba yah’, which visiting members of 

the WATSAN Uganda Support group had sung in Rukungiri 

cathedral during a visit to the project back in 2007. 

Members of the congregation were invited to come forward and 

light a tea-light from a large central candle representing Jesus the 

light of the world, while offering a silent prayer for Julie and the 

family and thanking God for all that Stephen meant to us. It was 

very meaningful. The collection was given to WATSAN Uganda and 

St Andrew’s Church. 

LEGACY FROM SIR JOHN HOUGHTON – 

BRAND-NEW WATSAN VEHICLE 

Sir John Houghton died on April 15th 2020 at the age of 88. 

Described as “one of the greatest scientist statesmen of our time”, 

John was knighted by the Queen in 1991. He took part in our first 

Walk for Water in 2011, and he and his wife Sheila have 

enthusiastically and generously supported us for the past 12 years. 

A substantial legacy from Sir John’s will enabled the replacement in 

2021 of our main project vehicle with a brand new Toyota Hilux 

4x4, which we hope will serve us well for years to come (and rather 

more economically than the second-hand vehicles acquired in the 

past). This vehicle is used to transport our Ugandan team and their 

kit to often remote villages, over what our friends over there 

describe as the “dancing roads”! 

Canon Eric told us: “The acquired vehicle is operating very well, 

using relatively less fuel. We are certainly achieving more progress 

regarding water, sanitation and health projects under 

implementation like Bwanga Hill and Ruheza gravity flow scheme 

because of this reliable transport.” 
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Annual accounts 
Year ending December 2020 

Below are our accounts at 31st December 2020, which are the most recent accounts submitted by WATSAN Uganda – 

UK Support to the UK Charity Commission.  

Our 2021 accounts will be audited and submitted during 2022. Currently WATSAN’s financial position is looking 

healthy, thanks to your continued generosity. 

 

 Unrestricted Restricted Total Previous year 

(2019) 

Receipts 

Donations (incl. Gift Aid) £45,396 £21,286 £66,682 £63,054 

Bank interest £8  £8 £7 

Event fees    £4,400 

SUB-TOTAL £45,404 £21,286 £66,689 £67,461 

Payments 

Project work/sustainability (Uganda) £38,345 £20,486 £58,831 £60,214 

Training    £150 

Event expenses    £4,109 

Fundraising £166  £166 £1,272 

SUB-TOTAL £38,511 £20,486 £58,997 £65,745 

Net of receipts/payments £6,893 £800 £7,693 £1,716 

Cash funds at year end £14,329 £7,493 £21,823 £1,716 

 

In Uganda, the in-country accounts for year ending September 2020 were audited successfully by Carr Stanyer Sims & 

Co., Kampala. 
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How you can help 
GIVE YOUR TIME  

WATSAN Uganda – UK Support is run entirely by a Board of volunteer trustees with expertise in 

engineering, social work, communications and community engagement, in collaboration with our 

Ugandan partners in the field, NKKD WATSAN. We are looking for more to join our number, in particular 

an admin whizz to become our Secretary. Full details can be found at www.watsanuganda.org/seeking-

new-secretary or by calling Ian and Ellie on 01865 820896. 

 

GIVE YOUR TIES  

Would you help us spread the word about WATSAN and find new supporters? Would you be willing to 

host a talk or fundraising event? If so, get in touch using the details on the back page. We can supply 

printed copies of our new leaflet, viewable at www.watsanuganda.org/new-look.  

 

GIVE YOUR TREASURE 

Standing orders from our generous supporters enable us to give our staff team stability and maintain 

talent and expertise within WATSAN. We then fundraise specifically for each new major project. More 

regular donations would enable us to respond to crises such as COVID-19, and get new projects off to a 

flying start. You can set up a standing order by completing the form at www.watsanuganda/donate-

now. Alternatively, contact our Treasurer Alison Fergusson at 11 Castle Lane, Solihull, B92 8DB, or at 

hello@watsanuganda.org. 

 

Project Field Director: Canon Eric Baingana 

 

 

Patron: Andrew Watson, Bishop of Guildford  

Trustees and committee:  

Ian Bensted (Chair) 

Graham Piper (Vice-Chair) 

Ellie Bensted (Secretary) 

Alison Fergusson (Treasurer) 

Andrew Maclean 

Kate Parrinder (publicity and comms) 

Julie Bullett 

http://www.watsanuganda.org/seeking-new-secretary
http://www.watsanuganda.org/seeking-new-secretary
http://www.watsanuganda.org/new-look
http://www.watsanuganda/donate-now
http://www.watsanuganda/donate-now
mailto:hello@watsanuganda.org
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Thank you 
from all of us! 

WATSAN Uganda – UK Support 
5 Race Farm Court 

Rectory Lane 

Abingdon 

Oxfordshire 

OX13 5DS 

www.watsanuganda.org 

01865 820896 

hello@watsanuganda.org 

Registered Charity Number 1123803 

 

mailto:bensted@easynet.co.uk

